
 
 

CHAPTER ONE 

___________________________________ 
 

Absent Fathers 
 

 

 

 

 

When you think of what the word father is supposed to 

identify, most of us would come up with a man of the cloth or 

one who has fathered a child. But there is a third definition that 

refers to a man who has fathered a child and is absent and not a 

part of the child’s life. In other words he is no different than an 

illusion in his child’s mind.  

There is no acceptable excuse for a father not being a part of 

his child’s life, but many fathers blame it on the child’s mother, 

believe the child isn’t theirs, get thrown in prison for making 

bad choices, or are simply not real men to begin with. Then you 

have the fathers who are part-time and show their face 

occasionally, give money in support a few times over many 

years, or attempt to extort the child’s mother out of sexual favor 

in exchange for financial support.  

After all of the DNA testing, paternity battles in court, and 

extreme hatred between the child’s mother and father, you still 

have the child-support fathers who run and hide every time 

they see someone approaching to serve papers to enforce 

payment for their child. And let’s not leave out the fact that 

many mothers purposely do not allow fathers to become a part 

of their child’s life out of selfishness or hatred. These are the 

extremely hurt mothers who make fathers suffer for most of the 

child’s years of growing up. Other mothers fear the child’s 

father and are in hiding. Perhaps the saddest mothers who deny 
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a father the opportunity to be a father are those who have no 

choice because they don’t know who or where the father is.  

In all fairness, the minority of fathers who are absent and do 

visit and provide support for their children must be mentioned. 

This latter group consists of the real men who understand that 

being a father is not just a legal obligation, but a moral 

responsibility that extends beyond any relationship with the 

child’s mother. These are the men who know that without being 

in their child’s life, the child will more than likely become non-

productive, or even worse, become someone who makes bad 

choices, follows bad people, and ends up a statistic on 

someone’s dropout, criminal, death, or prison list.  

The effect of not being a good father who is present in a 

child’s life has consequences so severe that they last for decades. 

This is especially true among black fathers who are needed 

today more than any time in the history of the black race. Why? 

Because the vast majority of adolescent males and the 

generation that follow are currently out of control. They have no 

understanding of the obligation placed on them at birth to 

further and advance life as we know it on this earth. Starting 

with race and family, and continuing with community and 

country, the youth of today have an obligation to be somebody 

in life that contributes to each of these entities. But somewhere 

their signals got crossed and they take and ruin lives instead.  

Speaking of ruining lives, parents are not exempt. It’s a 

well-known fact that the absent father contributes to the 

downfall of his child by not being there. But just because the 

father is absent doesn’t mean the child’s mother has the right to 

poison the child’s mind with “Your sorry daddy” stories. If the 

child’s mother is doing this, she’s not portraying positive 

parenting because she should never mentally cripple a child by 

implanting hatred.  
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It could take the child years to get over hating the father, 

and some children never do until it’s too late, at the father’s 

death bed or funeral. For everything negative a parent teaches a 

child, intentionally or not, the child will waste an equal amount 

of time being mentally preoccupied with negative instead of 

positive thoughts.  

A good mother could dislike the child’s father, but never 

talk bad about him, and never allow the child to disrespect him 

no matter how sorry she thinks he is. The one thing bias mothers 

don’t realize is that every child, male or female, wants to know 

their father. It’s the child’s way of having closure as to who else 

besides Mom made me and how am I like that person. A mother 

should never risk being hated by a child, after raising a child to 

adulthood, because she talked bad about the father for personal 

or subjective reasons. Many children grow up and resent their 

mother for her negative input into how they mistakenly view 

their father.    

While the problem of absent fathers appears to have a 

greater impact on black youth, it by no means is limited to 

blacks. Latino and white youth experience the same things as 

blacks, but in many cases don’t deal with it as well because it’s 

much newer to their culture. The impact of the rebellious black 

youth moment of today has been so strong that Latino and 

white youth have found themselves emulating black culture and 

along with it making more bad choices. They even believe the 

illusion of what the streets offer so well, that they call 

themselves the “N” word and try to duplicate black slang and 

dialect to sound cool.  

Youth will be youth and fads will be fads, but the problem 

with fatherless youth, of all races, is the same. They have no 

father in their life to tell them what is wrong and what is right; 

what choices are good and which are bad. Consequently, the 
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street thug, drug dealer, clueless peer, dropout or criminal-

minded youth becomes the big brother or father figure to the 

youth, without the youth having the fear of repercussions faced 

by a real father. Fads don’t fade out over time as quickly as they 

used to and unfortunately they become a way of life for today’s 

youth. It’s not uncommon to see white youth with their pants 

hanging down to mid-thigh with underwear showing, if the 

streets, fads, or some wayward culture has influenced them to 

follow. 

Is the father’s absence by choice or circumstance? It doesn’t 

matter how you answer this question, because the concern isn’t 

about what caused the father’s absence; it’s the effect the 

absence has on the child or adolescent. It’s not common that 

most of the drug-dealers, gang bangers, thugs, and criminals 

come from a two-parent household in which the father ruled the 

child’s life. Fathers seem to be more astute at detecting the signs 

and correcting the behavior of an at-risk child, especially if the 

child is a male. At this point, one could only hope for a solution 

to the absent father problem before an entire generation is lost to 

gun, gang, and youth violence, prison, or illiteracy. 

This discussion of absent fathers could go on and never 

stop. Talking makes you feel good and scholars could write 

volumes about it in a theoretical sense, but remain so out of 

touch with a solution that not a single word would be acted 

upon. Do you look to the youth’s mother for solving a problem 

that obviously has an effect on us all? If women could solve the 

problem of being single parents, they would have by now. 

Instead there seems to be a social divide between mothers and 

fathers of youth at risk that runs so deep we must look 

elsewhere for a solution. Do you look to the youth’s father for 

solving the problem of their own absence? Perhaps we should. 
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Starting with the first question a man should ask himself 

before he pursues a woman: “Can I see myself spending the rest 

of my life with that woman?” The second question deals with 

those potential couples who are of age that children could be an 

issue. That question is: “Can I see myself raising the children 

this woman already has, or raising the children we may have?” 

If a man cannot answer “Yes,” to both of these questions, he 

should never become intimate with the woman. 

On the other hand, any woman interested in a man should 

ask two or three questions of her own. The first is: “Do you have 

any children?” The second question should be: “Are you 

supporting them?” If the man answers “No” to the second 

question, she should ask a third question. That question is: 

“Why not?” If the man cannot answer that question with a 

legitimate reason such as he doesn’t know where the mother 

and child is, she should never become intimate with the man. 

There is absolutely nothing wrong with friendship without 

being intimate. It doesn’t matter if the woman says she is on 

birth control, can’t have children, doesn’t want children, or is 

only looking for a sexual relationship without commitment. 

Things sometime happen that were not intended and children 

are the result with an absent father almost always being the 

unfortunate outcome. Men are pretty much viewed as animals 

by women when sex is an issue, so the probability of a man 

having this kind of restraint or will power to resist the 

temptations of a woman is not good. However, with a little help 

from women, men could always be diverted from the category 

of “future absent father” by honestly answering, before acting, 

the two questions previously mentioned. 

Seduction has a negative connotation when used to describe 

young girls, women, and adolescents. But part of the problem 

with abstinence is female seduction. Young females show more 
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cleavage, wear tighter clothes, are maturing years ahead of their 

age, and are more gullible to the games young males play to be 

with them. Consequently, they attract youth or men at an age 

when they should be focused on their future instead of sex. 

What these young girls don’t know is that males will always be 

attracted to females, and the most appealing female to a male 

isn’t the one showing her body; it’s the educated one who is 

hard to get. Young males who are impressed by a young girl’s 

physical features are wrong for many reasons. The primary one 

is that this type of young male has pursued a hundred young 

girls like her, probably slept with half of them, and may already 

be an absent father to several children.  

Perhaps the reason why so much disrespect is shown by the 

young males today is that the young female doesn’t respect 

herself enough for them to respect her. It’s time young females 

start helping correct the problem of absent fathers by respecting 

themselves more and demanding young males do the same. 

That includes taking a vow of abstinence which means there will 

be no baby or father to be absent.  

Young females taking a position of “Respect Me” would 

have to demand respect in the way young males talk to them. 

No more use of profanity, and the “Bs” or “Ns” they currently 

call them. If the young male can’t hold a conversation in which 

he speaks correct grammar, shows respect, or talks about 

something other than sex, she shouldn’t have his conversation. 

Instead, her conversation should correct him or even teach him 

the right way to speak to a young lady.  

There is another element that interferes with the good intent 

of a young girl trying to do the right thing or implement the 

“Respect Me” movement. That’s the ignorant girlfriend who is 

just as much a thug as the guys they are trying to impress. Some 

of these young females couldn’t hold a conversation or get a 
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correctly spoken sentence out of their mouth without sounding 

backwards and street-thuggish if their life depended on it. Any 

young female with good intentions should try to help any friend 

they have who falls into this category. However, if that friend 

doesn’t get with the “Respect Me” movement, run from her like 

she has the plague because she does.  

The older the young female grows, the more mature she 

looks and more appealing she becomes to the right male. If these 

young girls had real fathers in their life, he would tell them 

things that a father should tell a daughter about young males. 

After all, the father was once of the age group the daughter 

thinks she should try to impress. He would tell her about how 

young males talk about females in a degrading way and share 

intimate details of sexual encounters to brag and impress their 

peers. He would tell them that they are considered a number on 

a long list of females who these young perpetrators could care 

less about. More importantly, he would tell them that they play 

with death by associating with such out of control young people 

because they take lives with guns, may already be dying from a 

disease because of unprotected sex, and are usually incapable of 

truly being in love. 

More and more children are being born to teen mothers. 

Almost always the child is going to have an absent father. The 

young girl’s parent or parents may end up raising the child 

while the teen works, after dropping out of school, or goes to 

school to eventually start working. The child may be put up for 

adoption or adopted by a family member. The girl being a minor 

creates a problem for the child’s father in many cases because 

grown men and young adult males target young girls for sex in 

violation of statutory rape laws. The young girls often protect 

the identity of their child’s father out of fear the father will go to 

jail. The child’s father, in practically any statutory rape case, 
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becomes a ghost until the young girl becomes of age or a 

significant number of years have passed. These are perhaps the 

worst absent fathers because they are rapist, sorry, and 

worthless. Just as sure as time cures all, it tells all, and these 

geniuses never realize that one day the child will become an 

adult and know how their father took advantage of their under 

aged mother. If the child is a male, he likely will think that 

statutory rape is okay and commit it, because his father got 

away with it. 

When the children of the absent fathers become of age that 

the fathers are needed most, the fathers of the current generation 

and the adolescence generation that follows will be unable to 

help. How could they if they never planned beyond the day they 

are living. The children’s future and generation are crippled by 

no money or property to inherit. For the past decade, the wealth 

that would normally be handed down from generation to 

generation has diminished among the middle class. The nation’s 

poor may run across five figures of money every now and then 

as a result of a lawsuit, life insurance policy, or winning lottery 

ticket, but will likely spend the money on some depreciating 

asset such as an automobile, furniture, or an entertainment 

center. 

So far the assumption has been that absent fathers have had 

an adverse effect on today’s youth and placed them at risk for 

not being in their life. There is yet another category of absent 

fathers that must be mentioned that are equally important. They 

are the absent fathers of the not-so-young sons and daughters, 

who feel that because the child is grown their obligation to leave 

a legacy or inheritance also ceases. They couldn’t be further 

from the truth. The only problem with correcting this way of 

thinking is that it takes money to give money. Many Old School 

fathers are strung out on drugs, unemployed, on disability, still 
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paying child-support for new babies, chasing young women, 

being someone’s Sugar Daddy, or just too stingy to leave an 

inheritance or give a dime to a  grown child. One outcome of 

this way of thinking is that the youth of today will continue to 

have the mindset of “I have to get money any way I can, because 

nobody is going to leave or give me any.” They want money fast 

and easy. There is no longer any wisdom being taught to have a 

good work ethic, because the fathers are not around to teach it.  

What’s the quickest way to disable a future generation? 

Simply leave it nothing. Leave no history, legacy, inheritance, 

wisdom, money, or family values. Many Old School fathers have 

failed the generation that followed them. They left it up to the 

generation of twenty-two to forty-two year olds to look out for 

their own children—the Old School’s grandchildren. All except 

for a few of this generation have dropped the ball as well. Now 

Old School fathers find themselves rushing to the aid of their 

grandchildren because they realize the only way they will have 

a future is with their help. Their fathers are absent or missing. 

The Old School fathers have to teach their grandchildren the 

family history, leave a legacy and inheritance, bestow wisdom, 

and provide any missing emotional support or money.      
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CHAPTER TWO 

___________________________________ 
 

Violence  
 

 

 

 

 

To be selfish and forget about the effect of one’s actions on 

others is nothing less than a cowardly way to avoid one’s 

responsibility. With a single thoughtless shot from the barrel of 

a gun a thug, gang member, drug dealer, violent youth or 

ignorant adult can change the course of generations to come. 

One or several persons may die as a result of the shot fired, but 

ten times as many are affected.  

There’s nothing worse than seeing a grieving mother at the 

scene of a murder in which her teenage son or daughter lie in 

the street covered up by a coroner’s paper sheet. She loses the 

strength to stand and cries hysterically as others in the crowd try 

to comfort her. But how do you comfort a woman who has spent 

the last fifteen years struggling to raise a child only to see that 

child’s lifeless body lie before her? Of course, the person who 

pulls the trigger never thinks, before shooting, about this 

woman’s pain, the severing of her bloodline, the tears she will 

shed again standing over her child’s coffin and for years to come 

when remembering the murder.  

The consequences are even more severe when it’s a single 

mother who has lost a son, a future grandchild from that son, a 

sibling losing a brother, or a father losing a son and the 

extension of the family name. What if the victim had friends or 

family who wanted to retaliate by taking the life or lives of the 

shooter’s family members or friends, or gang? At this point, the 

murders, assaults, drive-by shootings, innocent people being 

shot, and hatred among young blacks multiply exponentially. 
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A very important question that must be answered is 

“Why”? Why would young, poor, uneducated youth shoot and 

kill each other over words spoken, drugs, or young girls?  

The answer is: “They live an illusion of who they really 

are.” Their reality is blinded by the smoke and mirrors. For 

some reason, violent youth seem to think that they deserve 

respect while making bad choices, committing crimes, being in a 

drug-altered state, and disrespecting others.  There are many 

things that contribute to making the illusion real, such as: being 

homeless, being in a foster care system, having no father or 

parents, being raised by a single mother, giving in to peer 

pressures, being influenced by famous people, trying to impress 

young girls, acting out musical lyrics, using drugs to escape the 

pain of poverty, being failed by the education system, being 

failed by the Old School generation, inheriting mental illness, 

and the list could be continued. However, not a single reason 

just mentioned is an excuse for not succeeding in life or justifies 

messing up or taking the life of another. 

One of the easiest things in the world to do is pull a trigger, 

without thinking, but one of the hardest things to do is a prison 

sentence of life for taking that easy way out. Most of these 

young people don’t know that the release date on their prison 

commitment papers will say: “Deceased.” Once they commit the 

murder and are caught, two graves will be dug. One grave will 

be dug for the victim now and one grave will be dug for the 

shooter later.  

Even if the prison system doesn’t become the place the 

shooter takes his last breath, there is high probability the shooter 

will die at the hands of law enforcement, someone in prison or 

someone in the streets. Maybe this is why law enforcement 

shows apathy for the situation. Maybe they believe it’s easier to 

allow blacks to kill each other than to contribute to further 

overcrowding of a prison system bursting at the seams. Why 

should they put their lives in jeopardy when the problem will 

correct itself with death to all who caused it?  
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No one ever gets away with murder. For as long as a 

murderer has a conscious, he will be paying for that murder. 

Even if the shooter never served a life sentence in prison, he 

gives himself one the moment he pulls the trigger that causes 

the death of another. There is no statute of limitation on first 

degree murder. To constantly have to look over your shoulder, 

watch your back, or wonder if someone will ever figure out you 

committed a murder, or someone will ever tell you committed a 

murder is a life of fear, anxiety, paranoia, and mental torture. 

No one could truly say this is living a normal life.   

Of course, most shooters are cowards to begin with. They 

shoot out of fear, not because they are fearless. Unlike the youth 

of the Old School days, youth of today can’t fight and would 

rather shoot an unarmed person while riding and hiding in a 

three thousand pound automobile with tinted windows, than 

take a chance on getting their behind whipped in a face-to-face 

confrontation. When these young wanna-be gangsters do try to 

fight, the minute one gets the better of the other the guns come 

out because the loser’s pride is hurt. What could this ignorant 

young nobody be proud of? He lives a street life in which a 

group of dropouts and thugs give importance to him for the sole 

purpose of killing anyone who questions his illusion of who he 

really is. 

Family violence occurs between parents of youth living 

apart and together, but usually over something related to sex or 

money. Today, more than ever in the history of this country, 

females are supporting males and providing the primary source 

of income for the household. If this were a temporary state of 

existence, you might excuse the male and allow him to blame his 

inability to be the breadwinner on this state of the economy. But 

for many black males, this sorry, unaggressive, and pathetic 

existence is normal living. They live the illusion that it’s okay to 

stay home, play video games, watch reality shows, hang out 

with unemployed friends, sell and get high on drugs, or break 

into neighbor’s homes. 
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Many women in these relationships are unemployed, 

receiving assistance from housing agencies, Food Stamps, 

disability checks for themselves or their dependent children, 

unemployment benefits, Medicaid, Social Security (SSI), free 

healthcare, and charitable help from tax exempt organizations 

who pay their childcare, and delinquent rental and utility bills. 

Whether the females work or receive support from any or all of 

the sources just mentioned, it doesn’t matter to the male who 

freeloads on them. The only thing this type of male wants is a 

place to stay and an excuse for not getting out every day beating 

the pavement to find employment. Many of these males don’t 

want traditional jobs, because they have a job selling drugs. 

Many of these females don’t want a job because they are 

comfortable receiving free support or, for those who don’t 

receive support, they commit retail theft or hustle some Sugar 

Daddy with sex.  

The violence usually comes when the female confronts the 

male about his lack of effort to contribute financial support. If 

she accepts his drug dealing, she wants to see some money for 

taking the risk of allowing the drugs or the dealer into her home; 

illegal activity that could have Department of Children and 

Families (DCF) take her children away. Most drug dealers are 

selfish and only give money when they believe they will receive 

a greater return for doing so. Both companions live the illusion 

that the criminal activity will continue, no one will break into 

their residence looking for drugs, no law enforcement personnel 

will kick their door in, no one will tell on the dealer or  report 

the mother to DCF, and no drug dealing rival will drive by and 

shoot the place up while they are all inside. But that’s usually 

what happens. 

Many of these single mothers aren’t that bright, are gullible, 

have low self-esteem, and simply want companionship at any 

cost. Thugs, drug dealers, and young criminal-minded males 

don’t have to be geniuses to see this in the women who settle for 

them. They capitalize on it and use the females until the game 

has played its course. The game usually ends in domestic 
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violence. Most of the time the male isn’t the father of the 

female’s children and her children end up witnessing the drugs 

being sold, their mother being beaten up, and the disrespect 

between two people who are the only examples they have to 

learn compassion. This doesn’t just happen with black single 

mothers. Other women that are separated, divorced, single with 

no children, white and Hispanic, educated, and older females 

fall for the same games played by men as mentioned above. 

These men may or may not be drug dealers, thugs, or criminals, 

but they exist with the title of “freeloader” in common and are 

just as bad for them. This is evident by the violence these 

females experience prior to the breakup, or the money the 

freeloader runs away with.  

If anyone could ever explain how the mind of a person 

under the influence of drugs would act each time that person 

indulged in getting high, perhaps a solution to gun violence 

could be formulated. However, a high is a subjective experience 

that yields only one predictable certainty: the person who is 

high is in an altered state of mind. Given that certainty, no one 

in that altered way of seeing things should ever be in possession 

of a weapon of any kind. No one can predict what such a person 

will do, especially when trying to impress peers of similar 

thinking. No matter how high a person gets, the person is still 

aware of a weapon being able to end the life of another. Being 

high is never an excuse for gun violence, but it can shed some 

light on what may have contributed to the person pulling the 

trigger and why there is so much of it.  

It’s the person who isn’t high that makes you wonder if 

there is some preexisting mental illness that allows the brain to 

transmit the message to pull the trigger. A course on mortuary 

science or death and dying should be taught at the sixth grade 

level, before becoming a teen. Perhaps a field trip to the local 

funeral home to view the body of a youth, in addition to the 

visual presentations of dead bodies in textbooks, would paint a 

vivid picture of what death really is. It doesn’t matter how 

tough a youth thinks he or she is; one thing that wakes anyone 
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up is viewing the inescapable end we must all face one day 

known as death. You might ask yourself if such an eye-opening 

experience would even matter to a twelve-year-old. It would, 

because it’s an unpleasant physical experience early in life. 

Very seldom will you find a popular video game without 

gun violence. Most action, drama, suspense, and thriller movies 

contain guns and violence. We live in a society that condones 

the mental stimulation of violence and death seen in fictional 

depictions, but wrongly expect the less intelligent youth and 

adults to know where to draw the line. The problem is too many 

people prefer living the illusion of being a bad guy who kicks 

behind, a good guy who saves the day, or simply the person 

who gets to shoot the powerful guns.  

Unfortunately, young and not so young people who live in 

fantasy worlds can’t separate reality from fiction and tend to act 

out the desire to kill. In gangs, shooting or killing someone 

might be mandatory to join. What makes pulling the trigger so 

easy is that the shooter has experienced pulling the trigger many 

times on video games and lived out the fantasy of shooting 

someone hundreds of times on television or at the movies. 

When you ask a six year old what kind of video game he 

wants, the answer is usually a war game. One of the most 

popular war game makers used Navy Seals—a violation of their 

code of secrecy—to act as consultants to them. Society definitely 

has a problem. Will this kid grow up to become a legal killer in 

the military’s elite Special Forces, or a street killer in someone’s 

gang? What about a serial killer in a major city? No matter what 

the outcome, we don’t need any more killers. Society is full of 

people just waiting to snap. One prime example of this is road 

rage. Another is people taking out their co-workers and patrons 

in business establishments with assault weapons. 

At least once a week you can turn on the evening news and 

hear a breaking story about a shooting, a murder, a robbery, or 

domestic violence ending in death or murder suicide. This 

problem is no longer the most common for black communities 

only. The country’s upper-middle and upper class communities 
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are experiencing more of the same crimes usually seen in the 

poorer class communities.  

The obsession young blacks have with possessing assault 

weapons run deeper than the media knows. If someone had a 

custom built AK-47 delivered to them at ten-o’clock on a Friday 

morning, and asked one potential buyer to purchase it for an 

inflated price, by one-o’clock the same day the seller would 

receive an average of ten calls to bid on the weapon. This is a 

sad truth, but the demand for this type weapon is higher today 

than ever before. Why would someone need this kind of 

firepower if they didn’t have any intention of taking multiple 

human lives? The answer is these young people think that 

having the most powerful weapon gives them the power to 

strike fear in the hearts of those who oppose them. Little do they 

know, their enemy isn’t the competing drug dealer, street thug, 

or opposing gang banger. Their enemies are the laws of this 

country that are stacked against them, the drug task forces who 

kill or arrest them, the judges who put them away for life, the 

wardens of prisons who oversee their forty-year to life 

sentences, and their ignorance. 

Hispanics surpassed blacks in terms of being the number 

one minority in this country around 2005. They are also being 

seen more on breaking news stories for committing the same 

type crimes as blacks have been stereotyped to commit for 

decades. However, they have taken the murders and family 

murder suicides to a different level. Many of their stories are 

concerning the dismemberment of human bodies and killing of 

babies; things you don’t commonly see in stories of crimes 

committed by blacks. 

Law enforcement has never feared violent youth of any 

color, gangs of any age or thugs committing any crime. To the 

contrary, if necessary, they match violence with violence out of 

the same fear of dying that the street thugs possess when 

confronting each other. A cop would never hesitate to send a 

gun-toting youth to meet his maker, but a youngster with an 

AK-47 never thinks about this when he grabs the gun and shoots 
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at one. A city’s Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) unit is 

equipped with weapons to take out every weapon-toting thug in 

any given city, if it wants to. Perhaps it’s the bad press they 

would get for killing a gang of fifty black males, females, 

Hispanics and innocent people in an effort to take them down, 

that restrains them. Their training is so targeted to win urban 

street battles that street gangs, thugs, and drug dealers really 

don’t have a chance against them.  

Why law enforcement allows the street gangs, drug dealers, 

thugs, and violent element to function in urban and inner city 

neighborhoods is puzzling. They could end it all with a thirty-

day crackdown on all bad elements, and a constant foot patrol 

presence to maintain control, but they don’t. They could enforce 

the law in a way that makes every bad, gun toting, thug hide 

when they see them coming, but they don’t.  

Good cannot have meaning without the existence of evil, 

and evil cannot be defined without good. Let’s envision for a 

moment what would happen if good suppressed evil to the 

extent that violent crimes were practically nonexistent. What 

would happen to the next year’s budget for all individuals 

whose job is to investigate, arrest, prosecute, and punish violent 

criminals? Their jobs would become practically nonexistent 

overnight as well. We’re not talking about tens of thousands of 

jobs; we’re talking about millions of direct and indirect jobs. 

As hard as it may be for some readers to believe, there are 

individuals and organizations in need of violence to take place 

at a certain level for their survival to continue. Without going as 

far as to say that these entities create situations that increase the 

levels of violence by distributing weapons to arms dealers to 

distribute to inner city youths and gangs, we could grasp them 

overlooking these crimes enough to allow them to continue. The 

oversight might be by design to control an overcrowded judicial 

system bursting at the seams and unable to hold the number of 

individual, gang, and violent criminal cases that would be 

rounded up in such a nationwide crackdown.  
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Imagine for a moment the effect of one hundred thousand 

violent criminals being arrest in a given month. There wouldn’t 

be enough empty jail beds and prisons to confine them all. It 

would require twice as many federal prisons as there are now, 

and a shift in employment from sophisticated law enforcement 

of the streets to babysitting grown men, who should have 

known better, in the prisons. The number of absent fathers and 

mothers would multiply exponentially as the result of the 

arrests. The Department of Children and Families wouldn’t be 

able to handle the placement of the number of children affected 

by their parents’ arrest. Those who had benefitted from violent 

crimes being committed would have to find jobs in the civilian 

population that don’t cater to their training. 

Simply put, If you gather nothing else from this writing you 

should understand that no one can solve the black-on-black 

crimes, violence among youth, domestic violence, and gang 

violence except the people who initiate the violence to begin 

with. Any of the individuals just mentioned could decide to stop 

being a part of the violent criminal element on any given day 

and at any time, and it would be over. They could decide 

they’ve had enough of killing each other and that life is too short 

to live the way they do. They will never do that because they 

think they are in control of their lives and actions. They don’t 

know they’re being manipulated by an established systematic 

process designed to teach them to kill each other. “Why?” 

Because people must die so that others may live.  

The population problem occurs because modern science has 

made it possible for more people to live longer. The world’s 

population is growing older, especially in the United States. 

Our water supply isn’t as plentiful as conservationists 

would have you believe. We don’t have enough water reserves 

in some states to last another five years. If this country ever had 

a prolonged drought of months, you would see that there are 

too many people for the limited resources we currently have. 

There are viruses capable of reducing the world’s, or a certain 

race’s, population. Why run the risk of killing too many of the 
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wrong people or not being able to contain it, when you have 

ignorant young blacks who will kill each other by someone 

simply manipulating the way they think. Glorify violence on 

television, in the movies, in video games, and in music lyrics, 

and any weak-minded person who doesn’t know his or her 

history will be swept away by the bass in the music, blast from 

the gun, and bling-bling they believe comes with it.          

Time cures and conquers all and just as sure as these young 

people keep shooting each other and dying, time will conquer 

and cure their illnesses of being angry and hating one another as 

well. You can’t pull a trigger when you lie deceased in a coffin 

six feet beneath the dirt, and you will never shoot anything 

again after you start serving between forty years and life in 

prison. No decent, law abiding person wants to see his or her 

race of people on the six o’clock news every night for having 

committed a crime, or see them dominate the prison population 

for decades of the past and into the future. No mother wants to 

deal with the pain of losing a child or loved one to violence, 

ignorant people in the streets, or drugs.  

It’s time to lay down the smoke poles, gatts, choppers, AKs 

and other things that go “pow,” “bang,” “boom,” and “tat, tat, 

tat,” and pick up a book to learn how to be a better person than 

“that.” Blacks are tired of being embarrassed by the stupid acts 

of violence committed by their people. Children are tired of 

seeing their parents fight one another. Teachers are tired of 

teaching in fear of being assaulted or killed by their students. 

Church pastors are tired of holding funeral services every month 

for victims of violence.   

Guns are heavy, deadly, hard to conceal, and require a license to 

carry. A gun gives anyone a reason to kill, in self-defense, the 

person possessing it, by simply saying they feared for their life. 

It would seem much easier to simply put these destructive 

pieces of steel down, before law abiding people start picking 

theirs up and exercising their Second Amendment right to bear 

arms; and simply say they felt threatened.  Society is truly fed 
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up with the domestic, youth, gang, and gun violence it is 

enduring everywhere. The way you’ll know that society has 

rejected violence is when you see homeowners kill more home 

invaders before they get inside their homes, more robbery 

victims shoot more robbers, more domestic violence victims kill 

more attackers, more juries recommend more life and death 

sentences to those convicted of crimes of violence, and more 

citizens shoot first and ask questions later.       


